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Message from
National President
These are tough times and never before our industry
has faced a second year of forced business closure.
COVID has been brutal for all of us from both an
approach to Life and Livelihood. We pray everyone
and their loved ones remain safe and all measures
are taken as per covid protocols guided by the
government.
At RATA we have reached out to various state
governments against the imposition of complete
lookdown that's have been destroying livelihoods.
While we sincerely appreciate the efforts of the
governments in protecting lives there needs to be a

Ajit Panicker

National President

better plan to protect livelihoods too. The number of
infected cases and the number of deaths caused by

the covid is helping us monitor the situation and
helping us act quickly to minimise the damages . However if we could also track rate
of unemployment , GST paid by MSMES we could also get a better understanding of
the impact on livelihood. Loss of livelihood also leads to deaths and long term
damage which is being overlooked in our effort to save lives .
The Covid situation is unprecedented and we have made every effort through
various afﬁliated trade associations and direct representations to the governments
to put in a plan that can save both lives and livelihood. We hope a sympathetic
approach is taken by the various administrations. The image below pretty much
explains our situation and we hope to overcome this together as one RATA
community.
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RATA MEMBERSHIP
Paras Sirohia
The RATA membership at the national committee is driven by Mr Paras Sirohia.
Last year in April 2020 we were just about less than 300 companies as our
member. Within the last year we have more than doubled our membership to
600 companies across India. We are the fastest growing trade body and hope to
have over 2000 companies as our member. Our vision to represent the MSME as a
voice of trade is irreversible and its only a matter of time before every company in
the HVACnR trade sees the opportunity to collaborate under RATA to grow
together.

Membership Chair/
Past President RNC

MENTAL HEALTH EVENT
RRC Mumbai
With stress of business surviving and taking
care of employees, staying compliant and
being worried about the heath including
those of your loved ones, its pretty obvious
that most of the business owners would be
stressed out. Having realised the same RRC
Mumbai organised a three hour session on
mental health which was limited to only 100
attendees.
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Amod Dikshit
Program Chair
RRC Mumbai

BUSINESS MASTERCLASS

Focussed on our manufacturing members a detailed
masterclass was held as a 6 part series with Industry
specialists to help them improve their manufacturing
quality and increase their business . If you have missed the
series you can visit the events section at
www.rataindia.com and see the recordings of all the
events

DRAFT PRODUCTIVITY LINKED INCENTIVES
FROM RAMA
Refrigeration and Air-conditioning Manufacturers association forwarded to us the draft of Productivity
linked incentives. The same was forwarded to all RATA members and based on the feedback from
members a detailed note was been sent as our input to the draft.

REACHING OUT TO MEMBERS DURING THE
SECOND PHASE OF LOCKDOWN .
The increasing covid cases forced a harsh lockdown on businesses especially affecting those from the
HVACnR trade . Most of our committees held members meet to engage discuss and collectively help
members to overcome this challenge.
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RRC Mumbai

Mihir Sanghavi
President
RRC Mumbai

RRC Indore

Manmohan Singh
President
RRC INDORE

RRC Ahmedabad

Urvish Shah
President
RRC AHMEDABAD
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RRC Vadodara

Nilesh Patel
President
RRC VADODARA

RRC Pune

Dilip Jha
President
RRC PUNE

RRC Kolkatta

Vishal Kapur
President
RRC KOLKATTA
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RRC Rajasthan

Shailesh Kumar
President
RRC RAJASTHAN

RRC Hyderabad

Sreekanth Papineni
President
RRC HYDERABAD

MSME DEPARTMENT REACHES OUT TO RATA
Surat
The MSME department from Surat reached out to RATA and did an online webinar
to explain the various MSME schemes declared by the government. The MSME
department has also taken the list of RATA members who are in manufacturing
to reach out to them directly.

Paurush Gadiyali
President
RRC SURAT
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